Following up on Baum and Petrie 1966 we study likelihood based methods in hidden Markov models, where the hiding mechanism can lead to continuous observations and is itself governed by a parametric model. We show that procedures essentially equivalent t o m a x i m um likelihood estimates are asymptotically normal as expected and consistent estimates of their variance can be constructed, so that the usual inferential procedures are asymptotically valid.
Introduction and basic results
Hidden Markov models, that is stochastic point functions of nite Markov chains, have become important i n a n umber of areas of application. These include, rst and foremost, speech recognition, see Rabiner 1989 for an introduction and survey, the study of excitation periods in ion channels, see Ball and Rice 1992 for a survey, models for heterogenous DNA sequences, Churchill 1992 , among others. The main focus of these e orts have b e e n algorithms for the tting of these models and, in particular, see Rabiner, the implementation of likelihood based methods. It is, in fact, not obvious that the likelihood can be computed in linear time. But that is the case. There has been comparatively little work on the study of the inferential properties of likelihood methods in these models. The notable exceptions to this are the papers of Baum and Petrie 1966 and Petrie 1969 and most recently Leroux 1989 Leroux , 1991 . Concurrently with our work Ryd en 1994a, 1994b has also pursued likelihood based procedures in hidden Markov models.
Speci cally, Baum and Petrie showed that, when observing a deterministic nite point function of a nite Markov c hain, maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the model governing the chain are consistent and asymptotically normal. Leroux formulated hidden Markov m o d e l s i n the generality w e shall present and established consistency of maximum likelihood estimates of both the parameters of the Markov c hain and the conditional distribution of the observations given the Markov c hain. Unlike t h e Baum-Petrie techniques, which w ere used both for establishing consistency and asymptotic normality, Leroux's approach based on results of Furstenberg and Kesten 1960 and Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem 1976 appears incapable of giving results beyond consistency. On the other hand we shall show, by adding a few essential ideas to the penetrating analysis of Baum and Petrie, that the log likelihood for hidden Markov models obeys the local asymptotic normality LAN conditions of LeCam see LeCam and Yang 1990 , for instance. Hence, e cient analogues of maximum likelihood estimates can be constructed, and the information bound giving their asymptotic variance estimated. We shall also indicate how our results need to be strengthened to yield asymptotic e ciency of maximum likelihood estimates, when they are consistent. Consistency of maximum likelihood estimates can also be established with our methods but under conditions slightly stronger than those of Leroux 1991.
The paper is constructed as follows. In the rest of this section we formally introduce the models we consider, state our main assumptions and results, and further discuss the strengths and weaknesses of these as well as extensions and further questions, some of which w e i n tend to pursue. In section 2 we give without proof some lemmas needed to establish our main theorem, discuss R1: Changed the heuristic behind them, and give a proof of the theorem based on these lemmas. Finally in section 3 we state more lemmas, give the proofs of all the Changed lemmas which m a y not immediately be derived from the wo r k o f B a u m a n d Petrie or others.
Formally we assume that observations Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n 2 Y n , for some space Y, are distributed according to P n , 2 o p e n R p and described as follows: i Hidden chain We are given but do not observe a stationary ergodic Markov c hain X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; : : :with states f1; : : : ; K g, stationary initial probability i, 1 i K and transition probability matrix k i; jk KK .
ii Y i is a function of the present X i and an external randomization only. Given X 1 ; : : : ; X n the Y i are conditionally independent, and given X i , Y i is independent o f X j , j 6 = i.
iii Stationarity The conditional distribution of Y i given X i doesn't depend on i. iv The conditional distributions of Y i given X i = a are dominated by , a nite measure for all i, a, . The conditional density is denoted by g ja. We m a y then write the density o f Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n with respect to product measure n as, g y 1 ; : : : ; y n = X x 1 ;:::;xn f x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y 1 ; : : : ; y n 1.1 where f x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y 1 ; : : :
is the joint density o f X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n with respect to counting measure n n . W e denote the joint distribution of X i ; Y i , 1 i 1, by P , a probability o n ; A where is the space of x; y sequences and A is the Borel eld. This model, more or less given in Leroux 1989 , is more general than it appears to be at rst sight. It includes all situations where Y i = hX i,j ; 1 j t, i , , 1 i n where the i are i.i.d. and independent o f t h e X's and t is xed, since we c a n a l w ays take X 1+i ; : : : ; X t+i i 0 as our hidden chain. We will need the following assumptions. A1: For all ; a; b, a; b 0. A2: For all a; b, the map ! a; b has three continuous derivatives.
Hence so has ! a. Fix 0 and let L 0 , P 0 , E 0 be law, probability and expectation under 0 . L e t n n ,1=2 , n 0 + n , a n d L n g n g 0 Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n : 1.11
Our main goal is to establish the following, Theorem 1.1 Suppose assumptions A1-5 hold. Then there exist n , r andom p vectors, such that, if j n j = O1, P 0 jR n n j n , =2 =e n maxfe n ; n ,1 g for any e n ! 0 and 21 , 16=r=5 for r satisfying 1.6, and I 0 given in 1.10. Note that 1.12 is just local asymptotic normality LAN in the sense of LeCam. In order to implement this result for inferential purposes we c a n proceed more or less as in LeCam and Yang 1990 pp. 57-65 . We need A6: The parameter is identi able in the sense that if for some ; 0 2 P n = P n 0 for all n, then = 0 . 
Discussion of assumptions:
Evidently using f and Bayes rule we can construct maps from Y n to fProbabilities on ; Ag, y 1 ; : : : ; y n ! P jy 1 ; : : : ; y n such that P j Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n is a regular conditional probability o n g i v en Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n .
The key property in Baum and Petrie's and our analysis is that X 1 ; X 2 ;: : : ; are an inhomogeneous Markov c hain under P j y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : ; . Assumptions A1, A2, and A4 guarantee that, with probability 1 , t h i s c hain has strong geometric ergodicity properties which among other things guarantee the existence of I 0 in 1.10. A1 and A2 can easily be relaxed by specifying that only some power of the transition matrix needs to have a l l e n tries positive. A4 is clearly not very demanding. A3 intersects with A1, A2, and A4 guaranteeing the validity of appropriate Taylor expansions. It is evidently a much stronger moment condition than what is required for valid Taylor expansions in the i.i.d. case. However, we do not presently see how it can be relaxed. It evidently holds for Gaussian location and scale families, for instance, as does A5 which is essentially a standard condition of the Cram er type.
Extensions: Two extensions worth considering are, a To drop the requirement that the state space of X be nite. 7 b To the case where the hidden process is a Markov random eld.
The rst extension includes most nonlinear ARMA processes which h a ve been proposed see Priestley 1988 , Tong 1991 . Let : : : ; ,1 ; 0 ; 1 ; : : : be an iid sequence of random variables with distribution from a parametric family, fF g, a n d Y j = h j ; j,1 ; : : : ; ; 1 j n:
1.22
Since X j = f j,k : k 0g is a Markov c hain on R 1 this falls under case a.
For a discussion of Edgeworth expansions of smooth statistics in such models see G otze and Hipp 1992. Estimation of parameters in hidden Markov elds by ad hoc methods has been considered by F rigessi 1990 and others. Likelihoods even for directly observed elds are only computable by s i m ulation but extension of our approach replacing likelihoods of the hidden process by pseudo likelihoods may b e v aluable. See Qian and Titterington 1991 We i n tend to pursue special cases of both extensions. It also appears that extensions to continuous time situations where observations are not simply point functions of the hidden process may also be possible and interesting. A simple example discussed in Daley and Vere Jones 1989, and pursued by Ryd en 1994b, is that of Cox processes driven by a nite state continuous R10: Changed Markov process.
2 Proof of theorem 1.1
We begin with an outline of our proof of theorem 1.1. Details are given at the end of the section after the statement of some lemmas. Let Y a;b = Y a ; : : : ; Y b a n d X a;b be the corresponding X block. Also de ne Y k m = Y mk+1;mk+k and X k m be the corresponding X block where 0 m N = n=k , 1. To simplify the notation we assume that n is a multiple of k. W e argue in II below that if k does not divide n we can neglect the resulting end e ect. For convenience we use the subscript in the sequel to stand for n = 0 + n n , where f n g is a bounded sequence. 
Taylor expanding we get
II. We expect jL m , 1j = O P 0 k=n 1=2 . We shall establish this and in so doing also show t h a t i f n = Nk+ r, 0 r k , then the di erence between 9 log L n and log L Nk i s o P 0 1. Further, X 1 ; X 2 ; : : :remains a Markov R11: Changed chain given the Y 's. Although the chain is not stationary, it satis es a strong mixing condition. Thus, we expect that the knowledge of Y 's and X's in the distant past adds very little information to the present a n d jL m , L m j = o P 0 k=n 1=2 s o t h a t w e can and do show that the last two terms of 2.6 are R12: Changed negligible. The second term in 2.4 is also negligible. This uses arguments based on the Baum-Petrie results which are stated under our conditions in lemmas 3.1 3.4. III. We write the rst term as
2.7
We s h o w that the second term is negligible for d ! 1 , d = ok using Baum-R13: Changed
Petrie again and that the rst term is negligible using uniform mixing and the Ibragimov-Linnik lemma Lemma 3.7 below. IV. We T aylor expand P N m=1 log L m in and apply uniform mixing to show it has the LAN structure. Finally, V. We e v aluate I 0 necessarily by a di erent starting formula than BaumPetrie's, but again rely on their results to dispose of possible long range dependence.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the following lemmas whose proofs are given in the next section.
We adopt the following notation. We s a y A n = O bn a n 2.8 i there exists some M 0 , c & 0 s u c h that for all M M 0 and n n M P 0 jA n j Ma n cMb n : In particular, O 0 a n Oa n a n d O 1 a n O P 0 a n . Lemma 2. In what follows we write P AjB;y 1 ; : : : ; y n i f P AjB;Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n i s a v ersion of the regular conditional probability o f A given B, Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n , a n d P AjB;y 1 ; : : : ; y n is de ned for all , A, B and y 1 ; : : : ; y n . This is easily done if we can de ne densities g yjx v alid for all ,y and x.
Lemma 3.1 For j , 0 j and all 0 , P X i+1 = bjX i = a; y 1 ; : : : ; y n 0 y i+1 0: Lemma 3.4 If A1 and A2 hold then for all 0 , j , 0 j , y 1 ; : : : ; ỳ, a; b P X`+ 1 = ajy 1 ; : : : ; ỳ; X 1 = b 0 :
3.3
The following two lemmas are of general utility in missing data models.
Lemma 3.5 If P Q, e dQ dP , T 2 L 1 Q, a n d B is a sub -eld, then E P jE Q T jBj E Proof of lemma 3.10: By lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 it is enough to show t h a t , A n = O n ,1 log n 2 : g Then, from d, e, f, and g, a follows if sup Sn fE 0m e T,ian , e ,T,ian g = O n ,1 n ,1=2+ h for a n = O n log n 2 : i Now, a t+1 , a t P N t n From j, l, n, if b n = on ,2=r , b n n =log n 2 ! 1 , t h e n a n = ob n and, R24: Changed with probability 1 , on ,1 , maxfE 0m e T,ian , e ,T,ian : m , i d n ; 1 m ng e an , e ,an + 1 X t=1 e an , 1e tan,bn = e an , e ,an + e an , 1e an,bn 1 , e an,bn ,1 = Oa n b n , a n ,1 = Oa n b ,1 n 20 and a follows from h. by f of lemma 3.13, lemma 3.12, lemma 3.4 and lemma 3.11 and a of lemma 3.15. Let c n = cn ,1=2+2 for some large enough c. Note that The terms in brackets are of course martingale summands and we arrive a t the identity, 
